SIZING GUIDE

FortiSandbox
Sizing Guide

While the official FortiSandbox
datasheet lists the details of the
overall functionality, this document
is intended to assist in sizing your
FortiSandbox to your environment.

FortiSandbox is a multi featured File/URI processing platform intended to reveal malware
hidden inside of ordinary or innocuous looking files. FortiSandbox will accept files from
multiple feeds simultaneously. The size of your FortiSandbox is determined by the total
number of files it is expected to process per hour.
There are many deployment options and input mechanisms/feeds available to
FortiSandbox:
nnIntegrated

with devices such as FortiGate and FortiMail*

nnNetwork

mirror/span/tap sniffing of File/URI/CC*

nnNetwork

file share (CIFS/NFS) scanning on-demand/scheduled

nnDirect

on-demand File/URI submission via GUI and/or API

*The primary methods of the FSA receiving files are via “Integrated device” and “Wire sniffing”.

Sizing Definitions

Summary

Integrated:

Please determine the mechanisms
you will be using to send files to
the FortiSandbox to determine
the sizing. When implementing
FortiSandbox, it is highly
recommended to incrementally
add feeds to ensure you are not
overwhelming the device.

nnWhat

is the total number of integrated FGT/FML devices?

nnHow

many policies will be FSA activated on each device?

You can get an idea of how many files the FortiGate is processing by monitoring the ATP
widget. You can then do your size planning by making some educated guesses. For
example, if your firewall processes 1000 files per hour, and has 100 policies, you may be
able to enable sandboxing integration for 1 – 5 policies on the 1000D and 5 -10 rules on
the 3000D (depending on the volume each policy processes).

Wire sniffing (stand alone):
nnHow
nnWhat

many span/mirror/tap ports do you want to monitor?
protocols do you plan to monitor (FTP/HTTP/IMAP/POP3/SMB/SMTP)?

If you plan to deploy the FSA stand alone, the 1000D will process up to 1.2Gbs, and the
3000D will process up to 3.8Gbs of sustained traffic. The max number of AV and VM
processed file recommendations in the datasheet still apply.

Network file share scan:
nnHow

many file share locations?

nnWhat

is the average size of each file share location?

nnWhat

types of files do you want to scan?

If you plan to scan CIFS/NFS file shares, consider breaking the scan down into small
targeted segments and file types, and stagger the scheduling overnight.
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Integrated device policies
One to Ten
Ten to Fifty
Fifty to One Hundred

Network sniffer volume
1Gb
10Gb

Users
Up to 100
Up to 500
500+

Files received from integrated devices such as FortiGate (FGT)
and FortiMail (FML) will already have had an AntiVirus (AV) scan
done on them. These files are ALL likely to be executed/opened
in a Virtual Machine (VM) - unless there is a matching FSA
“Cloud” signature or the file is a duplicate.
Files sniffed from the wire will be scanned by the AV engine and
may also need to be executed/opened in a VM. The AV engine
is designed to scan objects with a very high degree of accuracy
and performance. For the files that are not detected by the AV
engine, the FSA virtual engine will then process the file through
a VM. This is one of the reasons why you see the different
capacity numbers for the “AV Scanning” and “VM Sandboxing”
of files on the last page of the data sheet.
If you are integrating a FSA with a FGT, you can get an idea of
how many files the FGT is processing per hour/day by tracking
the “Number of files scanned” value in the “Advanced Threat
Protection Statistics” widget.
If you are integrating a FSA with FML you can get an idea of
how many attachments the FML is processing by setting up
a simple content filter to track the number of attachments
in/outbound.
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If you plan to use the FSA sniffer, the same total hourly number
of AV and VM processed file guidelines apply.
What does this mean, in real world terms? A simple example
is if a FGT is processing up to around 160/560 files per hour,
you would recommend pairing it with a FSA 1000D/3000D.
Your individual sizing exercises are however likely to be
more complex.
You have some control over the total number of files being
sent to the FSA from an integrated FGT/FML by enabling the
sandboxing integration per individual policy. For example, if your
firewall processes 1000 files per hour and has 100 policies,
you may be able to enable sandboxing in an AV profile on 1 –
2 policies for the FSA 1000D, and 5 – 6 policies for the FSA
3000D.
FGT v5.2.x has an option in any AV profile to either enable
“send all files” or “send suspicious files” to the FSA. It is highly
recommended to ALWAYS use the “send all files” option in
your FGT AV profiles. The “send suspicious file” option is
being removed from the AV profile configuration in future FGT
firmware releases. The reason is that sending only suspicious
files greatly inhibits the ability to find unknown malware – which
most of the time does not look suspicious.
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